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Abstract

Interest continues to grow in the possibility of understanding the mechanism(s) of nanoparticle-cell interactions. At present there is little knowledge, and essentially no understanding, of the relevant length and time scales for nanoparticle-intracellular entry, and localization within cells, and the cell-specificity of nanoparticle uptake and localisation. We have investigated here the effect of particle size on the in vitro intracellular uptake of model fluorescent carboxyl-modified polystyrene nanoparticles in various cell lines commonly used for uptake studies. A range of micro- and nanoparticles of defined sizes (40 nm to 2 μm) were
incubated with a series of cell types, including HeLa and A549 epithelial cells, 1321N1 astrocytes, HCMC D3 endothelial cells and murine RAW 264.7 macrophages. Techniques such as confocal microscopy and flow cytometry were used to study particle uptake and subcellular localisation, making significant efforts to ensure reproducibility in a semi-quantitative approach. The results indicated that internalization of (nano)particles is highly size dependent for all cell lines studied and that the kinetics of uptake for the same nanoparticle varies in the different cell types. Interestingly, even cells non specialized for phagocytosis were able to internalize the larger nanoparticles. Intracellular uptake of all sizes of (nano)particles was observed to be the highest in RAW 264.7 cells (a specialized phagocytic cell line) and the lowest in the HeLa cells. Results suggests that (nano)particle uptake might not follow commonly defined size limits for uptake processes and highlights the variability of uptake kinetics for the same material in different cell types. These conclusions have important implications for the assessment of the safety of nanomaterials and potential biomedical applications of nanoparticles.

1. Introduction

Understanding and manipulation of biological processes on the nanoscale level is a strong driving force behind the development of nanotechnology. The fundamental interactions of nanoscale objects with living matter will play a central role in the realization of nanomedicine. This new field is expected to create innovative tools for various biomedical applications, not only in drug delivery and gene therapy, but also in molecular imaging, biomarkers and biosensors. The fact that nanoparticles (NPs) exist in the same size domain as proteins (typical sizes of 5 nm) makes them suitable for bio-tagging or labelling, allowing researchers to “spy” on the cellular machinery without (in principle) perturbing it, while at the same time NPs offer a way to engage via specific interactions with the cell and its
machinery. However, this unique potential access of NPs to the cellular machinery could lead to new and unintended consequences and biological impacts from nanomaterials never intended for contact with humans, and it is this concern that has spawned the field of nanosafety assessment.

It is commonly believed that smaller than about 200 nm particles may enter unspecialized cells with ease, less than 35 nm particles sometimes enter the nucleus, and less than 30 nm particles may be transported into the central nervous system. While small molecules such as hydrophobic dyes (and small drugs) can freely diffuse and partition inside cells according to their physico-chemical properties, nanoscale objects have a size appropriate to engage with the cellular machinery, and are thereby trafficked by the cell via energy dependent pathways, in much the same manner as biomolecules and proteins. This has raised legitimate concerns about their safety.

Phagocytic cells such as macrophages are able to engulf and digest cellular debris and pathogens, and as such are essential to vertebrate animal’s defense mechanisms. Their phagocytic and microbicidal activities are essential for maintaining organs, such as lungs and intestine, in a clean and sterile state. It is well known that macrophages are capable of removing large particles from the blood, once recognized by the immune system. A major challenge in the development of drug delivery motifs is to be able to intravenously target and delivery polymeric NPs without their clearance from the systemic circulation by blood monocytes and cells of the phagocyte system, which are specialized for uptake and removal of larger particles.

Cellular uptake studies have demonstrated that several other cell lines, including cells not specialized for phagocytosis are also able to uptake NPs with different internalization
capacities. Nevertheless, uptake of different sizes of NPs has not been widely or systematically investigated in different cellular barriers and using cells from different organs. Several works can be found in the literature where carboxylated polystyrene nanoparticles of different sizes have been used as model nanoparticles to investigate uptake properties and efficiency of internalisation. For example, Rejman and colleagues suggest that non-phagocytic B16 cells show an upper size limit of 200 nm for internalization negatively polystyrene NPs, using clathrin mediated endocytosis. Another example suggests that clathrin does not mediate the uptake of negatively charged polystyrene NPs in HeLa cells. In our previous work, we have used carboxylated polystyrene of different sizes to investigate the effect of heat inactivation of the serum on the uptake in A549 cells. A549 cells were also used to quantify the efficiency of internalisation and the intracellular location of silica nanoparticle of different sizes. HeLa cells are commonly used as a model cell line to study nanoparticle uptake, not only in the case of polystyrene nanoparticles, but also for other nanoparticle types, such as fullerenes, which were internalized via the clathrin-mediated endocytosis pathway, and gold nanoparticles of different size and shape. Some of the results available in literature, for studies using nanoparticles and cell types similar to those applied here, are given in Table S1, as a reference. These examples reveal how difficult it is to derive conclusions regarding how general or pervasive NP uptake mechanisms are across cell lines, and to understand how different particle sizes, particle compositions, or particle shapes can trigger different cellular interactions, and how these depend on and/or vary with the cell type. Nevertheless, a striking output from the literature and the examples included in Table S1 is that it is evident that NPs (in some cases even up to 500 nm) seem to enter very different cell types with ease, and it is hard to find references where NPs do not enter the cell (with the exceptions of some bacteria and plant cells, where the cell wall prevents uptake).
In previous work, we have established ways to ensure quantitative reproducibility of uptake and sub-cellular accumulation of NPs into cells. There we found NP uptake to be energy dependent, with NPs accumulating in the lysosomes and no signs of export and degradation from this location\textsuperscript{28,39}. Here, prior to any assessment of the details of the uptake mechanisms exploited by the NPs to enter cells, we seek to expand these initial studies to a panel of NPs of different sizes, and to a series of different cell types, in order to investigate whether nanoparticle uptake efficiency (internalised load), and uptake kinetics are similar in a wider context, and thereby to determine whether some general conclusions regarding particle \textit{in vitro} uptake can be drawn.

For this purpose, we have investigated the uptake of model negatively charged carboxylated-modified polystyrene (PS-COOH) NPs with very different sizes, from sizes comparable to typical endocytic cargoes (40 nm, 100 nm, 200 nm, 500 nm) to micron sized objects (1 µm, 2 µm) such as those recognized by specialized cells of the immune system. In order to try to identify general behavior for NP uptake across all of the investigated particle sizes, the study has been performed \textit{in vitro} using a panel of different cell types, mainly epithelial, but with different tissues of origin, representing the primary exposure routes for NPs from the external environment. These cell types are also used routinely in the literature to study biological processes and to screen for nanotoxicity and they included: HeLa (tumoral epithelial cells from cervix, commonly used to study cell biology of uptake mechanisms\textsuperscript{31,40,41}), A549 (endothelial cells from lung carcinoma, widely applied in toxicity studies for lung exposure scenarios\textsuperscript{42}), 1321N1 (glial cells from brain astrocytoma, which are a good model for impact in the central nervous system, besides neurons\textsuperscript{43,44}), HeMCE D3 (brain endothelial cells, which are used as an \textit{in vitro} model of the human blood brain barrier,\textsuperscript{45} and thus to investigate the capacity of NPs to cross barriers\textsuperscript{37}), and RAW 264.7 (murine macrophages, classically
applied to study specialized phagocytic mechanisms\(^{46,47}\). It is noteworthy that despite the fact that these cells have different characteristics, such as different sizes, different doubling times (see Figure S1 in the supplementary material), or different preferential growth media, every effort has been made in this study to ensure that they were treated in the same way in all steps from cell preparation (cell number and confluence degree) to exposure to nanoparticles (nanoparticle batch and dose, cell growth medium and serum protein composition). In this way we could compare the results across the different cell types and derive conclusions on the cell-specific differences in uptake.

2- Results and discussion

Carboxylated-modified polystyrene nanoparticles (PS-COOH) were chosen as model particles for the study of uptake and interaction in different cell lines for a variety of reasons, including their established non-toxicity when exposed to cells\(^{44}\). They are commercially available in different sizes, are fluorescently labeled and are well characterized, and moreover they form stable monodisperse dispersions, including in cell media with serum proteins. We have also confirmed (see below) that the samples used here show minimal dye leakage under the cellular conditions used\(^{39}\). Combined, these properties make them as a good model particle, which ensures that cells are interrogated with stable samples of homogeneous characteristics, thereby avoiding misinterpretations which could arise in the case of NP aggregation or polydispersity (wide distribution of different sizes), or from dye leakage confounding the uptake data.

Nanoparticle characterization in both PBS and complete cell growth medium (complete MEM) is shown in Table 1. For all the NPs, the hydrodynamic size measured in complete MEM was higher than the values obtained in PBS, although all samples are still monodisperse
and there is no evidence of particle aggregation. This is due to protein adsorption on the surface of the NPs\textsuperscript{48, 49}, which also resulted in a slightly higher polydispersity index (PDI). Moreover, the zeta potential values in cMEM were closer to 0 than those in PBS, because of the screening effect of the protein corona covering the NPs\textsuperscript{27}. This suggests that the stabilisation mechanism switches from electrostatic to steric due to the protein corona surrounding the particles. These results are in agreement with previous literature\textsuperscript{27}.

A poorly appreciated problem in NP uptake studies such as those reported here is the potential presence of residual dye from the particle labeling process that is released from NPs in a biological medium, and in particular within the cell\textsuperscript{50}. Such contamination could lead to misinterpretation of particle uptake and localisation results. Thus, gel electrophoresis under appropriate conditions (Figure S2) has been used as a tool to confirm the absence of any labile dye for all the particles used in this study. The results indicated that the majority of the dye was associated with the NPs, and thus that these NPs are suitable for quantitative cellular uptake studies and also for tracking by fluorescence microscopy.

Great effort was made to expose cells to NPs at equal cell numbers and at comparable cell confluence degrees, in order to compare results obtained with populations at similar cell densities. This was achieved by seeding the same number of cells and waiting 24h before performing the experiment, to allow proper cell adhesion.

Although the different cell lines were grown in different media to meet their optimal cell growth requirements and ensure that the cells were not stressed prior to the experiments, exposure to nanoparticles was performed for all cell types in complete MEM medium as follows: the cells were seeded at same cell density in the medium required for each cell type, supplemented with fetal bovine serum from a common batch, and after 24h, the medium was replaced by the NP dispersion, which was prepared for all cell types in complete MEM. None
of the investigated cell lines showed any changes in phenotype or evidence of cell death when grown in the cMEM containing NPs, at least for the duration of the experiment. After exposure to NPs, a washing procedure was optimized and implemented to determine the number of PBS washes necessary to accurately remove surface bound polystyrene NPs from the cells (Figure S3). This analysis has been optimized for HeLa and A549 cells and was then applied to all cell lines used in the study (fluorescence imaging further confirmed the optimisation for all cells and NP sizes).

In order to understand the level of NP internalization in the different cell lines, the data were normalised for the fluorescence of a single nanoparticle of each size. The cells were exposed to the same mass of nanoparticles for all sizes, thus the starting dispersions contained different particle numbers and different total fluorescence intensity, as measured by fluorescence spectroscopy and shown in Figure S4.

The fluorescence intensity per particle for the different particle sizes is given in Table S2, and was calculated by dividing the fluorescence emission of the starting suspension (measured in Figure S4) by the number of NPs in the applied mass (see Supporting Information for details). For this calculation, the hydrodynamic diameter in PBS as determined by DLS (data shown in Table 1) was used. All flow cytometry data were normalised by the values in Table S2 for the corresponding NP size. This normalisation allows direct comparison of NP accumulation results for the different particle sizes and for a given NP size across the different cell types. Additionally, to rule out any influence from the normalisation method on the data, normalisation using the fluorescence intensity of the total applied NP mass was also calculated (see Supplementary information): this was obtained by dividing the mean cell fluorescence intensity (obtained from flow cytometry) by the fluorescence emission of the starting NP suspensions (measured in Figure S4).
The particle concentration used in this work (20 µg/ml) did not induce any evident cellular toxicity due to uptake, for all particle sizes, despite the particle numbers differing by a factor of four, as shown in Table S2. No significant cell loss was detectable by flow cytometry for cells exposed for 24h to the different NPs, in comparison with untreated cells under the same conditions. This is in agreement with results already available in literature for similar nanoparticles$^{39,44}$.

Individual intracellular fluorescence intensity was measured via flow cytometry and averages were taken over large numbers (typically 10,000-30,000) of fixed cells to produce a time-resolved averaged intracellular fluorescence curve. Figure 1 shows typical cell fluorescence distributions, obtained from HeLa cells treated for 24h with the different particle sizes (40 nm, 100 nm, 200 nm, 500 nm) at same mass concentration (20 µg/ml) in cMEM. The same experiment was performed for all the cell lines in this study and in all cases, similar distributions were observed, as shown in Supplementary Figure S5. For small NP sizes, the fluorescence distribution over the cell population was narrow, suggesting a homogenous uptake for all cells in the sample. Thus, the averaged mean cell fluorescence intensities, normalised as detailed above, were calculated and are shown in Figure 2. (The normalisation by the fluorescence intensity of the total applied mass is also shown in Figure S6 for comparison).

Increasing the size of the NPs resulted in the cell fluorescence distribution becoming broader, since, as discussed further below, for cells exposed to larger particles, small differences in the numbers of internalised particles between cells resulted in noticeably different total fluorescence intensity per cell. Because of this effect, the full fluorescence distribution is shown (see Figure 3) for cells treated with 1µm nanoparticles.
A first observation from our results is that uptake of NPs is highly particle size dependent, meaning that, applying the same particle mass in all cases (thus different NP numbers), with increased NP size the uptake dramatically decreased, even for macrophages which are designed for uptake of particles > 200 nm. When comparing results across the different cell types for a given NP size, a first important observation is the overall higher internalization capacity of macrophages compared with the other tested cell lines, and especially compared to the non-specialised HcMEC D3 cells, not only for the larger particles, as expected from the specialised phagocytic mechanisms used by this type of cell, but even more apparently for the smaller particle sizes. This strong difference in uptake efficiency could indicate that different uptake mechanisms are used in the two different cell lines for these NPs. It is noteworthy that HcMEC D3 cells have the ability to take on polarized properties that can lead to different uptake rates. In fact studies where HcMEC D3 cells were used as a human blood brain barrier cell model shows that NPs are internalized differently to when the cells are not polarized\(^ {37, 51}\). In the case of the smaller PS-COOH NPs, we can exclude saturation of the cells at the applied dose as the source of the difference in internalisation across cell types, since dose dependence experiments have shown that 20 µg/ml is a concentration far from uptake saturation (as shown in previous work)\(^ {27, 37, 39, 44}\).

With increasing NP size (200 nm, 500 nm), the difference of uptake across the different cell lines started to decrease, suggesting a similar uptake mechanism for particles of this intermediate size range in the different cell types. Other researchers have already suggested a similar size-dependency in cellular uptake of different particles\(^ {52, 53}\). (A summary of some of the results available in the literature for the uptake of PS-COOH NP of different sizes and in cell lines such as those used here is given in Table S1).
Figure 3A shows the cell fluorescence distributions after exposure to 1 µm microparticles, and compares the uptake efficiency across the different cell lines tested (single nanoparticles were excluded, together with cell debris, by gating the forward scattering as explained in the Methods section). These results are extremely interesting, and to our knowledge have never been reported in the past. As described previously, due to the large size of these particles, a small variation in the number of internalised NPs per cell, \( n \), gives rise to a strong difference in the acquired cellular fluorescence intensity, thus making it possible to discriminate and quantify the exact number of internalised NPs in the different cell sub-populations (\( n=0-4 \)). This is shown in Figure 3A, where we can resolve fluorescence peaks at distinct intensities, depending on the number \( (n) \) of particles internalized by each sub-population of cells.

The settings in the flow cytometry instrument were kept constant for all cell lines, so that the mean values of each of the peaks (indicated by the gates P1 to P4) are constant across the investigated cell types, with the only variable being the amount of cells which internalized the different numbers, \( n \), of NPs. Figure 3B shows the percentage of cells as a function of the number of internalized NPs, \( n \), indicating the higher capacity of HCMEC D3 and RAW 264.7 cells to internalize a higher amount \( (n >3) \) of particles per cell (60 and 76% respectively), in contrast with HeLa and A549 cells (5 and 17% of cells had \( n >3 \) particles per cell). Similar results could be observed by analyzing the percentage of cells with zero particles taken up, where HeLa and A549 cells showed the highest proportion of cells with no particles, indicating their comparative inability to internalise 1 µm sized particles.

With the 1 µm diameter particles, the probability of having cells with no particles internalized after the given exposure time was 74 and 52% for HeLa and A549 cells respectively, compared with 9 and 3% for HCMEC D3 and RAW 264.7 cells, respectively. Identical results were observed for 2 µm particles (Figure S7), and more details can be seen in Table S3. An important result shown by these data is that the uptake rate for the larger NPs (1 and 2 µm)
μm particles) is much slower, compared to that of the smaller particle sizes. Thus, even after 24h of exposure to the 1 or 2 μm particles, cells with no NPs internalised were found. On the contrary, for the smaller particle sizes, even after short incubation times, all cells in the population showed NP uptake and a single peak of cell fluorescence intensity was obtained covering the full cell population. As explained above, differences in the internalised NPs numbers between cells are more difficult to discriminate for the smaller particle sizes. Nevertheless, it is surprising to see that these large NPs can also enter cells that are not specialised for phagocytosis. Similar results were reported in literature for HeLa cells\textsuperscript{52}. This could be explained by residual phagocytic capability even for these cells, but could also be a reflection of novel interactions and uptake pathways induced by particles of this size engaging with the cellular machinery, although further studies are needed to fully clarify the uptake mechanisms.

Confocal microscopy images for cells treated with these larger particles can help to discriminate between internalized and externally adsorbed particles, and can also provide additional information regarding the intracellular location of the particle-associated fluorescent signals. Figure 4 shows the uptake of 1μm diameter PS-COOH particleless after 24h of exposure, for all the cell lines used in this study. The enlarged detail in the lower corner shows an orthogonal view of a Z-stack performed on individual cells, providing sufficient evidence that particles were located within the cell boundaries.

Corroborating the flow cytometry results discussed above, a higher capacity of internalization by RAW264.7 and HCMC D3 cells was observed also with confocal microscopy, when compared with 1321N1, A549 and HeLa cells, again showing the strong dependence of NP uptake not only on particle size, but also on the cell type.

Regarding the final localization of the NPs, Lesniak \textit{et al.} have shown that these same 40nm and 100nm PS-COOH accumulated in the lysosomes in A549 cells\textsuperscript{27}. Similar results were
observed here for all of the investigated cell lines. As shown in Figure S8, after 4 hours of incubation, confocal images indicated that a high number of the 40 nm particles are already accumulated in the lysosomal compartments, confirming that these particles follow an acidic endo-lysosomal pathway. Similarly, we found particle localisation in the lysosomes for the other particle sizes investigated (as an example, see Figure S9 for HMEC D3 cells, where NPs colocalised with green Lysotracker). However, further studies are required to confirm this result for the 1 and 2 µm PS-COOH particles.

In order to further investigate the differences in NP uptake across the different cell lines, kinetic profiles of NP uptake were obtained and are shown, for the first 4h of exposure, in Figure 5 for the 40 nm (A) and 200 nm (B) NPs in all five cell types studied (the insets show the same profiles over 24h, which are also shown in Supplementary Figure S10).

At 24h, these kinetic profiles showed an apparent decrease in the uptake rate for all of the cells and both particle sizes. This is related to the cell doubling time and cell division phenomena, rather than to saturation. Upon cell division, the load of internalised NPs is split between the daughter cells, thus diluting the total average cell fluorescence intensity, giving rise to an apparent saturation of uptake. The cell doubling times are in the range of 15h-24h, depending on the cell line (see Figure S1). The higher uptake rate observed previously for RAW 264.7 cells was confirmed already at early exposure times, which again suggests that these cell are not only specialised in the uptake of larger particles, but also seem to have higher avidity for smaller particles (higher rate of uptake). This can be further confirmed by calculating the slopes (over the first 4h of uptake) from the time resolved curves obtained with the RAW 264.7 cells, and comparing them with the slopes obtained from the other cell lines (Table S4). In the case of the 40 nm PS-COOH NPs, RAW 264.7 cells had a
slope (kinetics of uptake) which was 8, 18, 20 and 56 times higher than that observed for HCMC D3, 1321N1, A549 and HeLa cells, respectively, while for the 200 nm particles, the fold increase of the RAW 264.7 cells relative to the HCMC D3, 1321N1, A549 and HeLa cells was 11, 42, 67, 182, respectively.

3- Conclusions

A quantitative in vitro study of cellular uptake of different sizes of fluorescently-labeled PS-COOH NPs with different sizes, ranging from 40 nm to 2 μm has been performed in five different cell lines. All NPs entered all cell types (although with quite different uptake rates), including the larger sizes, even in those cells not specialized for phagocytosis. The uptake of PS-COOH NPs was highly size dependent for all cell lines, and was driven by their capacity for particle internalization. Particle uptake kinetics showed a higher internalization rate in the RAW 264.7 macrophages, not only for the large particle sizes, as expected by the specialized nature of these cells, but also for the smaller particle sizes. These results clearly point out that for a given NP very different doses can be internalized by different cell types, and that the rate of particle uptake changes strongly with the NP size, with the larger sizes getting inside the cells much more slowly than the smaller ones.

4- Experimental Section

Cell culture

Human glial astrocytoma 1321N1 cells (passage 2-10) were cultured at 37 °C in 5% CO₂ in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FCS, Gibco) and 1% penicillin/streptomycin (Invitrogen Corp.).
Murine macrophage-like RAW 264.7 cells (passage 5-10) were cultured at 37 °C in 5% CO₂ in Minimum Essential Medium (MEM, with additional L-Glutamine) supplemented with 10% Fetal Calf Serum (FCS, Gibco) and 1% penicillin/streptomycin (Invitrogen Corp.).

Human lung epithelium A549 cells (passage 1-30 after defrosting from liquid nitrogen; original batches at passage number 105 or 82) were cultured at 37 °C in 5% CO₂ in Minimum Essential Medium (MEM, with additional L-Glutamine) supplemented with 10% Fetal Calf Serum (FCS, Gibco), 1% penicillin/streptomycin (Invitrogen Corp.), and 1% MEM non-essential amino acids (HyClone).

Human cervix epithelium HeLa cells (passage 5-10) were cultured at 37 °C in 5% CO₂ in Minimum Essential Medium (MEM, with additional L-Glutamine) supplemented with 10% Fetal Calf Serum (FCS, Gibco) and 1% penicillin/streptomycin (Invitrogen Corp.).

Human brain capillary endothelial HCMEC D3 cells were obtained from Florence Miller, B.B. Weksler (INSERM, France). HCMEC D3 cells (passage 9-21) were cultured at 37 °C in 5% CO₂ in EBM-2 medium supplemented with hFGF (LONZA), Genatmicin sulfate/amphotericin B (LONZA), Hepes 1mM Buffer (LONZA), fetal calf serum (FCS, Gibco), and hydrocortisone.

It is important to note that although different mediums were used to culture the different cell lines, the same FCS was used in all cases, in order to ensure maximum biological reproducibility across all cell lines. All cell lines were confirmed to be mycoplasma negative using the mycoAlert kit (Lonza Inc. Allendale, NJ) and were tested monthly.

Nanoparticles

Texas Red dye-loaded (Excitation/Emission wavelengths: 580/605) PS-COOH NPs (Fluospheres® size kit, Invitrogen) were used without further modification or purification. Particle sizes used in this work were 40 nm, 100 nm, 200 nm, 500 nm, 1000 nm (1 μm), 2000
nm (2 µm). All stock solutions were stored at 4 °C, and used within 1 year of receiving, in order to ensure their stability.

NP dispersions were prepared by diluting the concentrated stock solutions into complete medium (cMEM) at room temperature, immediately prior to the experiments on cells, with an identical time delay between diluting and introducing particle dispersions to the cells for all experiments. The medium was kept at room temperature and not pre-warmed to 37 °C to ensure better NP dispersion quality. Before sampling, NPs were vigorously mixed as recommended by the company.

The mean size and surface charge of the different sized NPs were determined using a photon correlation spectrophotometer (Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS). Measurements were performed at 25°C in PBS and in complete MEM. The particle size distribution and zeta potential data are presented in Table 1.

Protocols for nanoparticle and cell handling for quantitative uptake kinetics studies

During this work, considerable effort was applied to determine the optimal conditions needed to ensure that quantitatively reproducible experiments could be performed. Several different parameters were considered and studied, including optimal cell numbers for seeding, washing protocols to ensure that surface-adherent NPs were removed, procedures for fixing the cells, and the optimal timing of all of these procedures.

SDS PAGE

SDS Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis (PAGE) gels (4% stacking gel and 10% resolving gel) were used to estimate the ratio of fluorescence due to NPs and labile dye (Figure S2). NPs (2.0 mg/ml) were diluted 1:1 with loading buffer (10% mercaptoethanol, and 20% glycerol in Tris/HCl 25 nM pH 6.9, with 10% SDS), and loaded into the stacking gel at a
concentration of 20 µg/ml. Gels were run at 120 mV for 45 minutes. Pictures were acquired using a Fujifilm Intelligent dark box LAS-3000, exciting the gels with a blue light at 460 nm and emission was recorded with a 515 nm filter. Images were taken at 2 second exposure times.

*Flow cytometry analysis*

2.5 x 10⁵ cells were seeded in individual 60 mm tissue culture dishes (Greiner Bio-one), and incubated for 24h prior to addition of particles to allow proper adhesion (the cell number didn’t change significantly in these first 24h). After 24 hours, the medium was replaced by the medium containing NPs. Cells were incubated with NPs for a certain time, depending on the experiment, and then the medium was removed and discarded. Samples were washed thrice with DPBS and harvested with 0.05% trypsin/EDTA 1x. Although RAW 264.7 are usually circulatory, seeding does not affect their functionality. However, trypsin wasn’t used because it would damage the cells, and so these cells were harvested from the plate by pipetting vigorously. Cell pellets were then fixed with 4% formalin solution neutral buffered (Sigma) for 20 minutes and re-suspended with constant volumes of DPBS before cell-associated fluorescence (10,000 - 40,000 cells per sample) was detected using a Coulter EPICS XL-MCL reader (Brennan and company) and/or a CyAn ADP (DAKO) flow cytometer. Forward and side scattering dot plots were used to discriminate cellular debris and, in the case of the 1 and 2 µm particle sizes, which were large enough to be detected, to exclude residual nanoparticles external to cells from the analysis. In all the cases, to ensure reproducibility, the waiting time between sample preparation and measurement was kept constant, at a minimum of 1.5 hour, to ensure complete stability of the sample. Strong modifications of the side scattering, forward scattering and fluorescence intensities were detected in the 1st hour, after which all these parameters were more constant with time, but
still changing slightly. Samples were stored in darkness at 4°C before measurement. The results are reported as the mean of the distribution of cell fluorescence intensity, averaged between 2 independent replica. Error bars are the standard deviation between the replica. The full time curves were performed at least 3 times. Flow cytometry was carried out in Flow Cytometry Core Facility of the University College Dublin, Conway Institute.

Fluorescence microscopy

For confocal microscopy, 4.0 x 10^4 cells were seeded onto glass slides (Falcon, 4 well slides) and incubated for 24h prior to addition of particles. The cell number was set to ensure a cell density comparable to the flow cytometry experiments and, in order to keep all parameters affecting the experiment constant, the same protocols were used as for exposure to particles, sample preparation and cell fixation. Thus, particle dispersions were prepared at room temperature just before addition to the cells and, after particle exposure for 1 hour, medium was removed and all samples were washed thrice with DPBS, fixed with 4% formalin solution neutral buffered, the nucleus stained with 4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI blue), and the F-actin stained with fluorescein-phaloidin (Invitrogen Corp.), before analysis. A confocal microscope (Carl Zeiss LSM 510 UVMETA, Thornwood, NY) was used to capture images of the intracellular environment and the sub-cellular localization of the fluorescent NPs. For multi-color microscopy, samples were excited with 364 nm (blue channel), 488 nm (green channel), and 543 nm (red channel) laser lines, and images were captured by multi-tracking to avoid bleed-through between the fluorophores. To achieve the necessary signal to noise ratio, while obtaining the thinnest possible optical slices, the pinhole diameters were set to less than 1 airy unit. After adjustment of the pinholes of both lasers to obtain the same optical slices, the optimal optical section that fulfilled our criteria was in the range 0.7 - 0.8 µm at 63X. The gain and offset for the different channels were kept constant.
along the full series of experiments for each cell type (although the different cell types were optimized individually) in order to allow qualitative comparison of the cell fluorescence intensities following exposure to the different particle sizes.

**Immunostaining and co-localization**

For the immunostaining study, after exposure to NPs and fixation as described above, cells were permeabilised with 0.1% Saponin (Sigma Aldrich) for 5 minutes before staining the actin filaments using Texas-red or Fluorescein- phalloidin (Invitrogen Corp.) for 20min. In the case of co-localization studies, after the fixation and permeabilization steps described above, cells were blocked with 10% Bovine Serum Albumin in PBS Tween for 30 minutes. Cells were then incubated with anti Lamp1 antibody (ABCAM) for 1 hour at room temperature, washed and finally incubated with Alexa488 conjugated secondary antibody for 1 hour (Molecular Probes). The cells were washed as before (3 times for 3 minutes each with 1x PBS) and then stained with DAPI for 5 minutes. The mounting medium was Mowiol (Calbiochem).

Lysotracker Green was also used to assess co-localization of NPs with lysosomes. Live cells were stained with 750 nM Lysotracker Green (Invitrogen) in growth medium for one hour at 37 °C and 5% CO₂. After organelle staining, the medium was replaced by fresh growth medium. Cells were then imaged with a confocal microscope in a live cell chamber at 37 °C and 5% CO₂.
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